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Abstract— Classifiers provide an automated way of attaching a class to

an object described by one or more attributes. They are constructed using

a training set of (manually) pre-classified objects.

Classical classifiers try to attach a unique class to an object, but are un-

reliable when constructed with a small training set. This limitation can be

overcome by allowing a classifier to attach sets of classes to an object.

As a basis for such a so-called credal classifier, we propose a probabilistic

model for the classes and for attributes that are distributed according to an

exponential family. This family includes most common distributions, such

as the normal, Poisson and multinomial.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This short paper contains two main sections. In the first, we

explain classification and the use of classifiers. In the second,

we more closely investigate one type of classifier that is based on

probabilistic models. At the end of that section we can pinpoint

our main contribution to the field.

II. CLASSIFICATION

Classifying is the act of attaching a class c to an object de-

scribed by a vector of attributes a. Consider, as an illustrative

running example, the classification of animals. Given an object

with attributes such as a number of legs, hairiness, and weight,

we want to attach a class, i.e., say if it is a human, a dog, an

octopus, etc.

We are interested in so-called supervised classification, where

the classes c are pre-defined and form a finite set C . The set of

attributes is denoted A . These attributes can range over finite or

continuous sets. For example,

C = {“bee”,“dog”,“human”,“octopus”},

A = Alegs×Ahair×Aweight,

where

Alegs = {0,4,6,≥ 8},

Ahair = {none, light,heavy,complete},

Aweight = R
+ (in kg).

We all classify (possibly mental) objects in our daily lives.

Sometimes this task becomes tedious and then a classifier, which

automates it, is useful. A classifier is a function that maps at-

tributes to classes. It is defined using a training set of manu-

ally pre-classified objects, i.e., couples (c,a). Some examples

of pre-classified animals could be

“John Normstudent”→ (“human”,(4,heavy,75.3)),

“Lassie” → (“dog”,(4,complete,28.1)).
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To build a very simple example classifier we could, for exam-

ple, first define a norm (distance) on the attribute set A , then

locate the center of mass of the learning objects belonging to a

certain class, and finally attach the class of the center of mass

nearest to the object to classify. A wide range of classifiers ex-

ist; our field of interest lies with classifiers that use probabilistic

models for the classes and the attributes to give ‘the most likely

class’ for an object. These probabilistic models are of course

based on the learning set.

Before looking at these probabilistic models in the next sec-

tion, we comment on two important aspects of building a clas-

sifier. Prior information, what we know or assume about the

classification problem at hand, such as the structure of the at-

tribute set, has a big influence on the design of the classifier. In

our simple example classifier, it determines the definition of the

norm on the attribute set. The size of the training set is an aspect

that will greatly influence the output of the classifier. To give an

extreme example: if the two pre-classified animals given above

form the training set for our simple example classifier, every

other animal would be classified as either “dog” or “human”.

Small learning sets also pose problems in less extreme cases.

Coping with these problems starts by making a good use of prior

information. Zaffalon [1] has shown that using a design that al-

lows the classifier to attach a set of classes to an object (and

not only a single class), gives an important conceptual improve-

ment. It is then called a credal classifier. Modifying our extreme

example, this would mean that “Ella Smallchild”, with attributes

(4, light,23.4), could get {“dog”,“human”} attached.

III. PROBABILISTIC MODELS

With our simple example classifier, we decided on the class

to attach by making a comparison of the distances between the

attribute vector a of an object to classify and the different cen-

ters of mass corresponding the classes c. Similarly, when using

probabilistic models to construct a classifier, this decision will

be based on pairwise comparisons between classes c′ and c′′.

To make these pairwise comparisons, we need some building

blocks. First of all, we need a function that encodes the utility

of attaching a certain class c′ to an object with class c. A simple

choice for such a utility function would be the indicator function

Ic′ , for which Ic′(c) is 1 if c = c′ and 0 otherwise. Using our

running example, this means that attaching the class “octopus”

to some bee is considered completely useless, though not harm-

ful (I“octopus”(“bee”) = 0). On the other hand, attaching “bee”

would be considered useful (I“bee”(“bee”) = 1).

The difference Ic′ − Ic′′ of two utility functions can then be

used to encode the utility of switching from attaching one class

c′′ to attaching another class c′. So if, for a given attribute vector

a, it is to be expected, based on the prior information and the

data in the training set, that this difference is positive, then c′ is

the better choice.
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Using this type of pairwise comparison, we can then create

an order for the classes. The maximal elements of this order

will form the set we attach to the object described by a. The

possibility that classes are incomparable is an important prop-

erty of this order. So it might happen that “dog” is not better

than “human” and vice-versa. If both are better in comparison

to other animals, they will form the set of maximal elements.

Previously, we did not mention how we can determine ‘what

can be expected, given an attribute vector a’. For this, we need a

second building block: a conditional lower expectation (opera-

tor) P(· |A ) on the set L (C ) of bounded real-valued functions

on C .

Let us explain what this operator is, starting from the usual

expectation (operator) P on L (C ). A utility function is a typ-

ical element of L (C ) and so P(Ic′) is the expected utility of

attaching a class c′ to an object, based on the prior information

and the learning set, but not on any information about the ob-

ject’s attributes.

A conditional expectation P(· | A ) returns more detailed in-

formation: P(Ic′ | a) gives the expected utility of attaching a

class c′, when we additionally know the object’s attribute vector

is a. The following conditional expectations would be reason-

able examples:

P(I“octopus” | (≥ 8,none,3.1)) = 0.9,

P(I“octopus” | (6,heavy,35.2 10−6)) = 0.1,

P(I“bee” | (6,heavy,35.2 10−6)) = 0.8.

Quite often the prior information and the information in the

(small) learning set are not enough to determine a unique condi-

tional expectation operator, but a whole set M of them is com-

patible with the available information. This so-called credal set

can be equivalently described by its lower envelope, a condi-

tional lower expectation:

P(· |A ) = inf{P(· |A ) ∈M }.

Set a“Samson” = (4,complete,10.5). Now if, for example, both

P1(I“dog” | a“Samson”) = 0.6 and P2(I“dog” | a“Samson”) = 0.7 are

compatible with the available information, then

P(I“dog” | a“Samson”) = min
i∈{1,2}

Pi(I“dog” | a“Samson”) = 0.6.

(More information about imprecise probabilities, of which

lower expectations are an example and our tool for probabilistic

modelling, can be found in Walley’s excellent book [2].)

Now we can finally give the formal criterion to be used for

the pairwise comparison between classes: If, for an object with

attribute vector a, the lower expected utility P(Ic′ − Ic′′ | a) of

switching from class c′′ to class c′ is strictly positive, then c′

should be chosen over c′′.

What remains to be done, is show how P(· |A ) can be built.

The learning set is seen as a random sample of the set of all

objects to classify. Therefore, it contains information on how

likely it is to encounter a certain class and how likely it is to get

a certain set of attributes for a given class. Note that we don’t

directly have access to information in the form that we need, i.e.,

how likely a certain class is for a given attribute vector.

We can, however, get this information indirectly. In a first

step, we use prior information and the information in the learn-

ing set on how likely a certain class is, to build a lower expec-

tation P on L (C ). We call this the class model. In our animal

example, it would contain information about the relative number

of the different animals.

A second, similar step consists of using prior information and

the information in the learning set on how likely it is to get a

certain set of attributes for a given class, to create a conditional

lower expectation P(· | C ) on L (A ). We call this the attribute

model. This model would, in our example, contain information

about the number of legs, etc. for each of the animals.

Out of the attribute and class models we create, in a third step,

a joint lower expectation on L (C ×A ) . Finally, conditioning

of this joint lower expectation on the attributes gives us the de-

sired lower expectation P(· |A ) on L (C ).
Zaffalon [1] introduced a credal classifier, based on the prob-

abilistic approach described above, for classification problems

where all the attributes belong to a finite set (i.e., are distributed

according to a multinomial distribution). Our main contribution

to this field [3] was to show that this approach can be gener-

alized to problems where the attributes are distributed accord-

ing to an exponential family distribution (normal distribution,

multinomial distribution, Poisson distribution,. . . ). For this, we

designed a specific class of attribute models that are especially

well suited for holding information about such attributes.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this short paper we have first introduced classifiers and

there pointed out two aspects that are important for their con-

struction, prior information and the size of the learning set. This

last aspect led to the introduction of credal classifiers.

Then we took a look at classifiers based on probabilistic mod-

els. We showed their building blocks and how they are put to-

gether. One of these building blocks is where our main contribu-

tion to the field lies: we propose a set of imprecise probabilistic

models meant to allow credal classifiers to be built for classifi-

cation problems with attributes that are distributed according to

an exponential family.
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